


We have already looked at 

using pencil skills to create 

‘Light and Shade’ when drawing 

3-D shapes.



As Art Historians, we are going 

to look at the work of four 

different artists and their works:

•WP Frith Derby Day 1856–8

•RB Martineau The Last Day 

in the Old Home 1862

•Augustus Egg Past and 

Present 1858

•WH Hunt The Awakening 

Conscience 1853



WP Frith Derby Day 1856–8

What do you think Derby Day is?  What have you noticed about 

the clothes being worn?

Challenge Question: Why have the themes of transport and 

recreation been put together in this painting?



WP Frith Derby Day 1856–8

There are three main incidents. On the far left a group of men 

in top hats focus on the ‘thimble-rigger‘ with his table. In the 

centre is an acrobat and his son, who looks longingly at a 

sumptuous picnic being laid out by a footman. 



RB Martineau The Last Day in the Old Home 1862

Why is it the last day in the Old Home?

In the left hand bottom corner there is a painting of a race horse 

which has been taken down and is resting against the wall.  

Why do you think it is not up on the wall? 



This picture tells the story of an upper- middle-class family, 

forced to sell the ancestral home. The miniature case in the 

father’s hand and the sporting print on the left show that he has 

gambled away his inherited fortune on horseracing..



The family’s possessions are to be sold – there are lot numbers 

attached to various objects and there’s an auction catalogue on 

the floor. But only the women appear concerned. The man and 

his son raise glasses of champagne, implying that the father’s 

habits will pass down to his son



Augustus Egg Past and Present (Number 1) 1858



Augustus Egg Past and Present (Number 2) 1858



Augustus Egg Past and Present (Number 3) 1858



The writer John Ruskin believed that audiences were expected 

to ‘read’ pictures like novels.

These three paintings tell a story.  What do you think is 

happening in each part of the story?  

How do the paintings link together?  What do you notice that 

links the second and third painting?



Choose one of the paintings.

Can you sketch part of one of 

the paintings, using some of the 

techniques from the last lesson?

For example, you could sketch 

the father from The Last Day in 

the Old Home.


